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Fuel Line (Incompressible Fluid)

"̇# = %&'# 2)#(+,-.,# − +1)

Where           
%& = 0.7 square edge oriface

'# = BCDE%FGH GHBIJ%E FGFJK JHEJ

)# = 810 NO/"Q

+,-.,# = RSEK BCDE%FGH THEUUSHE

+1 = %ℎJ"WEH THEUUSHE

Derivation to show how mass flow rate and pressure affect injector sizing for J&J

Ẋ = YZ[ \]^_

Oxygen Line (Compressible Fluid)

"̇` = %&',,` 2)`(+,-.,` − +1) )a =
bcde,f

ghih

"̇` = %&',,` 2(
+,-.,`

jaka
)(+,-.,` − +1)

Where

%& = 0.7 square edge oriface

',,` = GlmOEC BCDE%FGH GHBIJ%E FGFJK JHEJ

ja = 259.8 GlmOEC OJU %GCUFJCF

+,-.,# = ISEK BCDE%FGH THEUUSHE

ka = oxygen temperature

+1 = %ℎJ"WEH THEUUSHE
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Oxygen Line (Compressible Fluid)

!" =
%̇
&'

()*)
2,-,) ,",/ − ,1

Where

,",) = oxygen injection pressure

,' = % pressure drop

,",/ = ,1 1 + ,'
Substitute and after some algebra…

!" =
4̇
56

1
578.:&'

*/(/

∴ Keeping <= and 57 constant 4̇ and 
57 scale proportionally 

Fuel Line (Incompressible Fluid)
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Where 

,",? = fuel injection pressure

,' = % pressure drop

,",? = ,1 1 + ,'
Substitute and after some algebra…
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∴ Keeping <= , double 4̇ and 56, and the percent 
57 will double

Derivation to show how mass flow rate and pressure affect injector sizing for J&J
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Injector Design:
Engine Injectors initial sized for a 20% 
pressure drop for the fuel & a 20% pressure 
drop for oxygen orifices and at 50% of Hydra 
max mass flow rate (Dual Engine 
Conditions)

Using the same injector for at 100%  of 
Hydra’s max mass flow rate will result in a 
20% pressure drop through the oxygen side 
of the injector and a 40% pressure drop 
through the fuel side. (Single Engine 
Conditions)


